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Project Background
•

As the magazine industry continues to evolve, perceptions and perspectives continue
to change. While some believe that print is dying, consumers still engage more with
print magazines than digital, with 92% (Source: Vividata) of magazine readers in
Canada reading print only, or in both print and digital.

•

Current Challenges at Retail:
• Limited shelf space for Canadian magazines and magazines in general
• Changing approaches and formats at checkout
• The shifting location of magazines in retail (disappearing over the belt spots,
sections moved to the back, fewer spots available)
• Retails spots that are designated for specific titles without rotation – less
exposure and fewer sales
• Canadian retailers only carrying a very small selection of Canadian magazines
• Retailer focusing on digital purchases vs. brick and mortar – no chance for
magazine purchase
• Sell-thru rates – reported to be 26% - at the publisher's expense. This needs to
improve

Methodology
Survey Details

Sample Profile

Online survey was fielded July 9th
through 20th, 2017.

N=1504 magazine readers/buyers
National sample, ages 18+, household shoppers

The interview duration was 15-20
minutes and conducted in both English
and French.

Readers and/or buyers of magazines were identified with a
blinded screener. The following qualifications were included
for the study:

Shoppers were asked about their last
shopping trip and then about their
general habits around magazines
purchases

Must read magazines at least monthly
and/or
Must buy a magazine at least every 2-3 months
Gender, region, and language were targeted based on a
general population profile, with incidence falling out based on
magazine readership or purchase history.

The Magazines Canada research conducted by BrandSpark International was
made possible with the support of the Department of Canadian Heritage through
the Canada Periodical Fund.

Research objectives were divided into two
main categories
Shopper Objectives:
– Who are the people buying magazines in-store?
– When and why do they purchase at supermarket/mass retail?
– Demonstrate how magazines attract and satisfy shoppers, and
can help larger retailers differentiate their stores.

Retailer Objectives:
– Understand the business issues facing retailers and how these
issues might offer opportunities for the magazine category.
– Define the issues that lead retailers to limit the quantity and
quality of shelf space allocated to magazines and Canadian
magazines in particular, and possible opportunities for increased
space.

Key Findings: Magazine consumers value print and
many purchase at grocery & drug retail
•
•

Most readers still value the print magazine format
Most readers are willing to pay for content in a physical copy

•

Among household shoppers, retail purchase penetration continues to rival
the reach of paid subscriptions

•

While magazines are more likely to be purchased on a given trip to a book
store or newsstand, a larger segment of shoppers occasionally purchase via
the grocery & drug channels as they reaches both heavy and light readers.

•
•

Almost half of magazine purchases at grocery are impulse/basket builders
Conversion from ‘notice’ to purchase is stronger than for books and cards

•

Buying a magazine at grocery correlates with greater satisfaction with the
trip

1 in 2 are reading a magazine weekly and the print format
continues to reach many more consumers than digital format
magazines.
Frequency of Reading Print and Digital Magazines
Base: Monthly magazine readers and/or past 3 month purchasers

Daily

1 to 3 times a week

At least once per week

1 to 3 times per month

Once every 2-3 months

Once every 4-6 months

Once per year or less

I don’t use this type of media

Magazines, Print

9%

Magazines, Digital

7%

18%

10%

11%

23%

14%

39%

8%

5% 5%

On average, please indicate how often you read, watch, or listen to each of the following media.

8% 2%
0%
1%

40%

Among readers, purchase of a magazine is more frequent than
book purchase and more common than purchase of video
content on physical media.
Media Purchase Frequency
At least once a month

Once every 2-3 months

Once per year or less

I don’t use this type of media

Magazines

Books

TV or Movies on DVD/Blu-Ray

41%

25%

27%

22%

Once every 4-6 months

24%

15%

11%

20%

15%

18%

6%

22%

30%

For the following types of media, how often do you purchase something within that category?

8%

19%

With more media vying for readers time, there are challenges,
but frequent buyers expect to maintain their purchase volume
and overall 3 in 4 expect to buy as often.
Over the next year, do you think you you will be…
Purchasing more magazines
Purchasing the same number of magazines
Purchasing fewer magazines
Heavy Magazine Readers (Once a Week or More)

6%

Light Magazine Readers (Once a month or Less 2%

Heavy Magazine Buyers (Once a week or more)

77%

75%

12%

Light Magazine Buyers (Once every 2-3 months or less) 3%

24%

75%

Medium Magazine Buyers (1 to 3 times per month) 4%

80%

74%

Over the next year, do you think you anticipate…?

17%

13%

16%

24%

The physical copy is still the preferred medium for
magazine-type content. 59% say having a physical
copy is important to them.
Magazine Agreement Statements
Completely Agree

Agree

Neither Agree Nor Disagree

Subscriptions are less expensive than buying magazines in store

Completely Disagree

40%

Magazine subscriptions are more convenient than purchasing
magazines in store

25%

It is important to me to have a physical copy of a magazine

23%

I have always been a magazine subscriber

Disagree

18%

36%

27%

36%

16%

22%

I like to carry a magazines with me

6%

18%

I subscribe to magazines that I cannot find in store

7%

14%

I subscribe to magazines because I don’t remember to buy
2%6%
magazines in store

36%

25%

22%
22%

31%

7% 5%
11%

24%

29%
35%

Please indicate how much you agree with the following statements about magazine subscriptions:

8%

16%

28%

26%

3%
3%

18%

23%
32%

The physical copy is valued even more by
heavy readers.
Subscription Magazine Agreement Statement
Heavy Magazine Readers (Once a Week or More)

Light Magazine Readers (Once a month or Less)

Subscriptions are less expensive than buying magazines
in store

78%
74%

Magazine subscriptions are more convenient than
purchasing magazines in store

64%
59%

It is important to me to have a physical copy of a
magazine

66%

52%
46%

I have always been a magazine subscriber

30%
30%

I like to carry a magazines with me

16%
26%

I subscribe to magazines that I cannot find in store
I subscribe to magazines because I don’t remember to
buy magazines in store

•

18%
11%
7%

Please indicate how much you agree with the following statements about magazine subscriptions:

The value perceived in the print copy is reflected in
what readers do after reading: 6 in 10 pass on or
collect the copies.
What do you do with magazines after reading?
(n=3912)

42%

36%
22%

I recycle it or throw it away

I give/lend it to someone
else

I keep/collect it

Which statement best describe what you do once you’ve finished reading a magazine?
Source: BrandSpark Canadian Shopper Study, 2016

What happens when both print and digital formats are
available and free? Millennials continue to prefer the
paper flyer.
Flyer Format Preference – Millennial Shoppers

Reuters Institute:
Millennials are
opting for print
10% more than
older readers
Source:
Metroland Media & BrandSpark Flyer & Coupon Study

Navigating print may require less mental
effort, allowing for more comprehension

April 11, 2013

“Modern screens fail to adequately recreate
certain tactile experiences of reading on
paper…(and) prevent people from navigating
long texts in an intuitive and satisfying way. In
turn, such navigational difficulties may subtly
inhibit reading comprehension.”

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/reading-paper-screens/

Grocery, mass, and drug store channels are regular purchase
points for magazine readers who participate in household
shopping.

Where Regular Magazine Purchases Are Made
Base: Purchase Magazines, Non-subscription
Grocery Store

56%

Mass Merchant

44%

Drugs Store

41%

Book Store

24%

Convenience Store

14%

Newsstand

11%

Gas Station

Other

5%
1%
From which type of retailer(s) do you regularly purchase magazines? MULTI SELECT

The majority of magazine purchases are made on impulse with 54%
inspired to buy once in store. A further 18% decide on the title in-store,
while the remaining 28% have a specific title in mind prior to their shop.

Degree of Planning for Magazine Purchases
General Habits (n=1505)
I do not plan to purchase
but I am inspired to buy
once in store

54%

I plan on purchasing a
specific title

28%

I plan on purchasing a
specific genre but do not
have a title in mind
I plan on purchasing but
have not decided on genre
or title

12%

6%

Planned
To what degree is your magazine purchase typically pre-planned?

Unplanned
Increasing retail space to
drive visual attraction to
titles will promote sales

Magazine purchases are split between planned and impulse,
supporting the value of both the mainline and checkout sections.
Degree of Planning for Magazine Purchase
Reported Trip
40%

(Base: bought magazine on last trip, n=75)
Mainline can
attract more
planned buyers

40%

Broad front-ofstore selection
drives impulse

16%

4%

Specific Title Planned

Specific Genre
Planned

Any Magazine Planned

Pure
Planned

No Plan
Pure
Impulse

To what degree was your magazine purchase pre-planned?

While most magazine purchases at supermarket or mass are
add-ons to a planned grocery trip, magazines also drive a portion
of traffic to these retailers.
Trip Type Where Magazines Are Purchased (Base: Buy at grocery)
A specific trip to pick up magazines
Stock-up grocery / household trip
Regular grocery / household trip
Fill-in between larger grocery / household trips
Quick trip for specific grocery / household products
Focused trip for beauty or personal care products

Light Magazine Readers (Once a month or Less)
4%
(n=112)

Heavy Magazine Readers (Once a Week or More)
(n=115)

7%

17%

19%

Magazine 1st Trip

54%

8%

53%

Full Cart Grocery Trip

On what type of shopping trip do you typically purchase magazines at grocery stores?

11% 4%
0%
3%

8% 6%3%
2%
3%

At grocery, mass, and drug stores, in or near the checkout lane is
the most common location from which magazines are purchased,
but mainline sections, which allow time for browsing, also
capture a significant share of sales.
Location In Store Where Magazines Are Purchased
In the checkout lane
In a magazine section by the front of the store
In a magazine display within another section
Grocery Store (n=227)

49%

Mass Merchant (n=180)

19%

43%

Drugs Store (n=124)
Book Store (n=65)

Just before the checkout lane
In a magazine section elsewhere in the store

12%

40%

Convenience Store (n=42)

21%

Newsstand (n=24)

21%

17%
24%
8%

17%

21%

19%

28%

13%

23%
23%

26%

Checkout Area / Front-of-Store
From where in STORE do you most often purchase magazines?

1%

15%
26%

21%
21%

2%

26%
42%

2%
3%
7%
8%

Mainline

The In-Store Conversion Model represents shoppers’
path from awareness to purchase.
Magazine In-Store Conversion – Most Recent Grocery Trip
100%
90%
80%

70%
60%

Did they notice
the product
while they
shopped?

Were they aware
that the product
is being sold?

50%
40%

85%

Did they pick up
or browse the
product?

Did they purchase
the product?

5%

10%

68%

30%
20%

10%
0%
Aware of Sale

Noticed During Shop
80%

Interacted With
15%

Purchased
50%

At Conventional Grocery stores, awareness and
notice of magazines is high. Conversion to purchase
is stronger than for related checkout categories.
In-Store Conversion: Conventional Grocery – Most Recent Trip
Magazines

Books

Gift Cards

Newspapers

90%

70%

50%

30%

10%

-10%

Aware of Sale

Noticed During Shop
80%

Interacted With
15%

Purchased
50%

In Drug Stores, the prominent mainline location near
front-of-store increases notice and leads to a higher
rate of purchase for magazines.
In-Store Conversion: Drug Stores – Most Recent Trip
Magazines

Books

Gift Cards

Newspapers

90%

70%

50%

30%

10%

-10%

Aware of Sale

Noticed During Shop
87%

Interacted With
19%

Purchased
64%

The lack of magazine merchandising at checkout in
many discount stores is a missed opportunity to
increase basket with impulse purchase of magazines.
In-Store Magazine Conversion by Channel – Most Recent Trip
Conventional Grocery Store

Discount Grocery Store

Mass Merchant

Drug Store

90%

70%

Conversion from
awareness to
purchase at discount
matches other
channels

50%

30%

10%
Aware of Sale

-10%
Conversion at Discount

Noticed During Shop
82%

Interacted With
14%

Purchased
50%

Magazines recently won more space at checkout in
No Frills!
In-Store Magazine Conversion by Channel
Conventional Grocery Store

Discount Grocery Store

Mass Merchant

Drug Store

90%

70%

50%

30%

10%
Aware of Sale

-10%
Conversion at Discount

Noticed During Shop
82%

Interacted With
14%

Purchased
50%

Magazine purchasers were 28% more likely to be satisfied with their
overall in-store experience: magazines can elevate the experience and
correlate with better atmosphere.

Satisfaction with In Store Experience
(% Completely Satisfied)
Purchased Magazine on Last Trip

45%

The overall in-store
experience

Buyers ‘treat’
themselves
with a
magazine

35%
47%

Length of time waiting in
the checkout line

35%
47%

Assortment of products in
the store

35%

Suggest buying
for family

39%

The value of the products
you purchased

34%
52%

The customer service you
received
Types of products at
checkout

Did Not Purchase Magazine

39%
24%
21%
How satisfied were you with the following aspects of your trip?

Focus on
experience: “curl
up at home”

Magazine purchasers are significantly more satisfied the wait
times at checkout, even compared to others who made checkout
lane purchases.
Satisfaction with In Store Experience
(% Completely Satisfied)
Purchased a Magazine on Last Trip

Purchased an Item That Was Not a Magazine

45%
43%

The overall in-store
experience

31%
47%

Length of time waiting in
the checkout line

39%
34%
47%
44%

Assortment of products in
the store

30%
39%

The value of the products
you purchased

36%
33%
52%

The customer service you
received
Types of products at
checkout

Did Not Purchase Anything

45%
35%
24%
28%
17%
How satisfied were you with the following aspects of your trip?

Impact of Magazines on Consumer
Behaviour at Retail

Shoppers are more likely to report paying attention to the ads in
print media than online.
Stated Ad Attention by Channel – Print & Online Media
Always

Sometimes

Never

I don't watch/ read/listen to/ use that media channel

Magazines in Print

11%

57%

Newspapers

11%

56%

Websites (other than search engines
and social media)
Search Engines

Social Networks (i.e Facebook, Twitter,
Google+, etc.)
Mobile Apps (i.e. Smartphones, Tablets)

6%

19%

20%

56%

31%

8%

52%

34%

10%

48%

7%

35%

30%

42%

How often do you pay attention to advertising in the following media?
Source: BrandSpark Canadian Shopper Study, 2017

13%

13%

8%

6%

11%

17%

Print readers report that magazine ads are a major
point of discovery for new products.
Magazine Reader Attitudes
(% Completely Agree / Agree)

Magazines inform me about new
products

67%

I have gone to a website after seeing a
mention of a brand/product I am
interested in in a magazine

57%

Magazines are a source of inspiration for
me

45%

I am interested in products featured in
magazine advertising

42%

I have been driven to take action after
seeing magazine advertisements

31%

Magazines impact my purchase decisions
I trust products more after seeing them
featured in magazine advertising

29%

21%

Over 50% of readers have researched a product
online after seeing an ad in print and 44% went
straight to the advertiser’s website.
Actions Triggered by Magazine Advertising
Searched online about the product

55%

Used or planned to use the coupon/promotion
listed on the ad

46%

Visited the advertiser’s website

44%

Clipped/saved the advertisement

29%

Mentioned the advertisement to others

21%

“Liked” or “followed” the advertiser on a social
network

14%

Had a better opinion of the advertiser
Used the QR code / 2D Barcode provided on the
Ad

11%
8%

Which of the following have you ever done after seeing a magazine ad that captured your attention? Select all that apply.

Heavy readers are even more likely to take action
than light readers.
Actions Triggered by Magazine Advertising by Reading Frequency
Heavy Magazine Readers (Once a Week or More)

Light Magazine Readers (Once a month or Less
57%

Searched online about the product

52%

Used or planned to use the coupon/promotion
listed on the ad

48%
45%
45%
42%

Visited the advertiser’s website
34%

Clipped/saved the advertisement

24%
23%
20%

Mentioned the advertisement to others
“Liked” or “followed” the advertiser on a social
network
Had a better opinion of the advertiser
Used the QR code / 2D Barcode provided on the
Ad

15%
13%
12%
9%
8%
7%

Which of the following have you ever done after seeing a magazine ad that captured your attention? Select all that apply.

Men and women are equally likely to seek information on an
advertised product seen in a magazine, though women are more
likely to report clipping coupons or ads.
Actions Triggered by Magazine Advertising by Gender
Male

Female
53%
55%

Searched online about the product
Used or planned to use the
coupon/promotion listed on the ad

37%
51%
44%
43%

Visited the advertiser’s website
24%

Clipped/saved the advertisement

31%

Mentioned the advertisement to
others

19%
22%
11%
11%

Had a better opinion of the advertiser
Used the QR code / 2D Barcode
provided on the Ad

12%
6%

Which of the following have you ever done after seeing a magazine ad that captured your attention? Select all that apply.

Among readers, Millennials are just as likely as older readers to
take action based on the advertisements they see in magazines.

Actions Triggered by Magazine Advertising by Age Segment
18 - 35

35 – 54

55+

Searched online about the
product

53%
42%

Used or planned to use the
coupon/promotion listed…
Visited the advertiser’s
website

42%
26%

Clipped/saved the
advertisement
Mentioned the
advertisement to others

20%

Had a better opinion of the
advertiser
Used the QR code / 2D
Barcode provided on the Ad

12%

7%

48%
47%
45%
46%

30%
29%

24%
23%

15%

9%
10%
9%

Which of the following have you ever done after seeing a magazine ad that captured your attention? Select all that apply.

57%
57%

Magazines help grow the basket. Millennials are 1.2x more likely
to state that magazines encourage them to buy products they
would not have thought of buying.
Buying Magazines at Retail (Strongly Agree/Agree)
60%

Total

18 - 35 (n=161)

35 - 44 (n=162)

45 – 54 (n=325)

55 – 64 (n=555)

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%
I am happy with I often browse the I’d like more
the assortment of magazine section variety in the
magazines at my but do not buy
magazines my
go-to retailer
any
regular grocery
store carries

I tend to spend
I am often
Magazines
I look forward to I will visit a store I would switch
time browsing reminded to buy a encourage me to browsing the
more often if stores occasionally
through
magazine when I buy other things I magazine section / magazines I like if I could not find
magazines when see them in the would not have
stand
are available there my preferred
available in store
store
thought of buying
magazine

Please indicate how much you agree with the following statements about buying magazines:

On their last grocery trip, 45% of magazine readers purchased
an item they did not plan to buy: they show a greater willingness
than the average shopper to make discretionary purchases.
Activities Done on Last Grocery Shopping Trip – In-Store Behaviour
45%
39%

Magazine readers
more likely to use
flyers in-store
(vs. 15%*)

Magazine readers
more likely to try
new products
(vs. 8%*)

22%
19%
17%

16%
9%

8%
3%

Purchased items I Used the flyer
didn't plan on while shopping
buying

Looked for
special loyalty
point offers

Checked for in- Purchased a new Forgot to pick up Asked a clerk for
store coupons product I hadn’t items that I
help or for
needed
information
bought before

Which, if any, of the following activities did you do on this trip?

* Average Canadian household shopper in the BrandSpark Canadian Shopper Study, 2017

Sampled
products

Looked for recipe
inspiration instore

Magazines are generally perceived as a more positive
use of time and more trusted source of information
than TV or digital media.
Media Interaction
(% Agree Statement Describes Media & Time Spent)

Watching TV

Reading Print Magazine

Reading Online

34

47

38

34

49

40

51

45

Feeling in control

Feel it’s a good use of my time

Has information I trust
Source: Media Connections Study, Magazines Canada & BrandSpark 2014.

28

Ads in magazines are more likely to be considered a
good part of the experience, especially when
compared to digital.
Media Interaction
(% Agree Statement Describes Media & Time Spent)

Watching TV

Reading Print Magazine

Reading Online

42

45

32

36

44

31

44

47

Has my full attention

Inspiring
Advertisements are a good part of
the experience
Source: Media Connections Study, Magazines Canada & BrandSpark 2014.

21

Established print brands had greater trust in US & UK
study than purely digital brands, providing a positive
halo for advertisers

US
Time > Facebook shared
People > TMZ
Economist > Huffington Post

UK

Source: ShareThrough Publish Attitudes Survey

38% of shoppers report using adblocking software on
at least one of their devices and use is growing.
Online Ad Blocker Use (n=2380)

Yes, 38%

No, 62%

Do you use adblocking software to avoid online advertisements?
Source: BrandSpark Canadian Shopper Study, 2017

Canadian Content is Sought

Unique, especially Canadian, content would encourage readers
to read more magazines.
What would encourage you to purchase more magazines?

CANADIAN CONTENT

“I live in Canada so I like to read things about Canada, recipes that can be made in my kitchen with
everyday ingredients…, decor that we can find here in Canada.”

“More unique editorial pieces - too much similar content right now. More
diverse covers and content.”
NEW & ORIGINAL

“Special collector's editions of magazines.” Like the Canada 150 issue from
Zoomer.

MAGAZINE CONTENT
EXCLUSIVITY

VARIETY

“Wider selection containing more intellectual articles on politics, arts, literature, etc.

“Magazines that are specialized on topics of my interests, deeper articles or reviews
that I cannot find online, better information or topics.”

Canadian titles have a place for 4 in 5 readers.
Most read a mix of Canadian and international titles.
Approximately what percent of the magazines that you read are
Canadian vs International?
26%

25%

17%

16%
12%

5%

100% Canadian,
75% Canadian,
50% Canadian,
25% Canadian,
0% Canadian,
0% International 25% International 50% International 75% International 100% International

All
Canadian

All
International
Approximately what percent of the magazines that you read are Canadian vs. International?

I don’t know

Heavy magazine readers skew to more Canadian
content than Light Magazine readers.
Approximately what percent of the magazines that you read are
Canadian vs International?
Heavy Magazine Readers (Once a Week or More) (n=752)
Light Magazine Readers (Once a month or Less (n=753)
29%

28%
24%
14%

22%

20%

17%
12%

14%

12%
4%

5%

100% Canadian,
75% Canadian,
50% Canadian,
25% Canadian,
0% Canadian,
0% International 25% International 50% International 75% International 100% International

All
Canadian

All
Interational
Approximately what percent of the magazines that you read are Canadian vs. International?

I don’t know

Readers who consume only paid magazine content are more
likely to exclusively read Canadian content than are free content
consumers.
Approximately what percent of the magazines that you read are
Canadian vs International?
ONLY Paid Magazine Content (n=358)
ONLY Free Magazine Content (n=442)
MIX of Paid and Free Content (n=475)
31%

30%
27%

26%

25%

22% 23%

20%
14%

11% 12%

11%

12%

11%
7%
2%

100% Canadian, 0%
International

All
Canadian

75% Canadian, 25%
International

50% Canadian, 50%
International

25% Canadian, 75%
International

5%

0% Canadian, 100%
International

All
Interational
Approximately what percent of the magazines that you read are Canadian vs. International?

11%

I don’t know

Key Findings from the Consumer
Research

Key Findings from Consumer Research
READER LANDSCAPE
•

Reading frequency: 50% of readers read a magazine in print format at
least once a week, while 28% read digital editions with the same
frequency. Survey respondents are also frequent newspaper and book
readers. Four in 10 watch movies at home at least once a week.

•

Buying frequency: 41% of respondents buy one or more magazines
per month—more often than the 26% who purchase books this often.

•

Magazines outperform newspapers, greeting cards and books with instore conversion from awareness to final purchase. Average purchase
frequency is higher in Quebec. Purchase frequency is similar among all age
groups except those age 18–34, who buy less often.

•

People who pay for magazines—at retail or by subscribing—read them
more often. Subscribers purchase magazines at retail almost as often
as do non-subscribers, suggesting that a subscription does not replace
single-copy purchases. A minority of readers (35%) report accessing only
free magazines, such as pass-along or public place copies.

Key Findings from Consumer Research
AT RETAIL
•

•

•

•

•
•

Browsing at the newsstand is an in-person, tactile experience that’s not possible
online. It’s an important route to discovery of new magazines and new interests. On
average, survey respondents browsed magazines during 3.5 of their last 10 shopping trips,
purchasing a magazine on 1.1 of these trips. Most commonly, buyers mentioned that
magazine covers are a purchase motivator.
About half of magazine purchases are planned to some degree, from seeking out a
specific title, to seeking out a particular category of magazine, to simply seeking out a
magazine in general. Top-selling titles benefit most often from planned purchases. The
remaining half of purchases are impulse buys.
Browsing and discovery of new magazines or special issues are vital to the impulse
purchase, as are covers that attract and appeal to shoppers. Impulse buys are more
typical among light readers than heavy readers.
Retailers typically carry a relatively small selection of Canadian magazines, yet
shoppers demonstrate a strong appetite for Canadian content. In many stores,
Canadian magazines outsell their U.S.-based counterparts. In 2017, Canada 150 specials
in particular were very popular.
The research found a correlation between paid media and awareness of its origin. Readers
who pay for magazine content know whether it’s Canadian or not.
Survey respondents whose shopping trip included a magazine purchase report
greater satisfaction with their shopping experience.

Magazines Motivate Consumers
Magazine readers are responsive consumers. They read and act on magazine ads that
attract their attention.
Of survey respondents:
 55% searched online
 46% used coupons and advertised promotions
 44% visited the advertisers’ website
 29% clipped or saved ads
 21% told others about ads
 14% liked or followed the advertiser on social media
 11% had a better opinion of the advertiser

The more often people read magazines, the more likely they are to take any of these
actions.
 Women are slightly more likely to act on magazine advertising.
 No difference by age: Millennials are as responsive as older groups.
Magazine readers are responsive to promotional efforts, and show a willingness to make
discretionary purchases based on the in-store experience

Nearly 1 in 2 purchased an item they did not plan to buy on their last grocery trip.

Interviews with Magazine Retailers

Role of Magazines in Store
Supermarket / Grocery
Magazines’ role is an impulse basket builder
Sales are primarily driven by checkout lane placement
Magazines “deserve” to be on the front end: a 6.99 magazine sale is impactful at checkout

Still big business for many supermarkets, worth the space and category
management

Lifestyle & Print Retail
Magazines are key to being a store for readers and a lifestyle brand
They are a traffic draw and located prominently
Magazine in-store sales are not threatened by e-commerce as are books

Newsstands
Destinations for magazine buyers. See stable category sales now.
Locations that support immediate consumption do best: transit, airports

Sales Perception & Space
Supermarket / Grocery
Merchandisers outside the category perceive sales are down more than the reality
Without real data it becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy
Sales decline is mainly attributed to space loss
Changing checkout lane formats, loss of pockets, less variety on the lane
More checkout space = more sales

Lifestyle & Print Retail
Have reduced book space but maintained magazine space
Sales are down only slightly

Newsstands
Depending on location, magazines are often #1 revenue category
Most locations have at least a 6ft mainline

Merchandising
Supermarket / Grocery
Merchandising varies with little consistency across banners
Displayers are occasionally used
No corporate push to reduce display points around the store
Cross-category merchandising programs are difficult to implement
Out-of-section magazine displays have been successful at times
Driven sales lifts related to more points of disruption
‘More points of disruption in store could offset sales decline’
Success rate similar to that for books, cards, etc.
Paid merchandising is the surest way to maintain space
At most banners all pockets are paid positioning
New titles can pay for pocket if interest is projected
…there is great value in Promotion at Mainline & Checkout.

Merchandising
Lifestyle & Print Retail
Priority placement goes to high potential magazines and top selling books
Browsing is key to magazine sales, a comfortable environment is important
Planned browsing leading to impulse buying is common

Newsstands
Selection has been maintained

New titles need strong merchandising
Can lead to large lifts
The cash wrap is important to drive sales

Bestselling Content
Supermarket / Grocery
Best-selling titles are weeklies, gossip, and food
There is little regional variation in the top selling titles
Titles are carried based on successful sales

Lifestyle & Print Retail
Best-selling titles are weekly news magazines, entertainment/celebrity, and cooking
(like at supermarket)
Capture the zeitgeist: timely magazines sell best

Newsstands
New titles each week helps turnover and drives revenue
Aim to carry as many titles as possible
Popular titles are often planned purchases

New titles and special editions drive impulse

Canadian and local magazines outperform the
category as a whole
Canada 150 content sold well in 2017

New titles are capturing Millennials:
Bookazines, coffee table style magazines

Magazine Benefits to Retailers
Magazines attract traffic, elevate shopper satisfaction, and
differentiate stores
Drive Traffic: 1 in 2 purchases are planned
Attract Shoppers
High-value: magazines buyers are more likely to buy new products
Younger: Millennials seek info and are keen to discover new products as
they develop their tastes and preferences
Increase Basket Size: 1 in 2 purchases are impulse, adding to the
basket
Satisfy Shoppers: magazine purchase on trip correlates with higher
satisfaction with the shopping experience

And distributors do most of the merchandising work!

Display Space Leads to Sales
Maintaining retail newsstand presence has grown more costly for magazine publishers, leading
some to reduce their retail distribution.
Consumer behaviour shows the need to maintain and grow retail space for magazines, especially
Canadian magazines.
Opportunities
•
Over half of magazine purchases are impulse-based.
•
Retail selection and display provide inspiration to buy not only magazines, but also magazines
provide inspiration to purchase advertised products.
•

Increase sales by leveraging four key elements:
Visibility: Shoppers do judge a magazine by its cover—but first they have to see the magazine
rack.
Browsability: An accessible location in the store with an easy-to-browse, organized display.
Diversity: A large, varied selection appealing to many interests, including Canadian content.
Promotional pizzazz: Shoppers love special pricing, special editions, timely event tie-ins, local
content, loyalty points and creative merchandising.

Location, location, location!
Visability & Browsability
Checkout and mainline displays generate the most sales, with close to half of
grocery, mass merchant and drug store purchases occurring at checkout. Other
locations can be effective, but are harder to manage.
• At mass retail stores, top-selling magazines are weeklies, gossip/celebrity titles
and food/lifestyle content. All tend to be at checkout locations.
• At bookstores, a visible magazine display helps draw traffic into the store and get
shoppers browsing. As “stores for readers,” for bookstores, magazines are a
core element that helps support their lifestyle positioning.
• Priority placement goes to the magazines with high revenue potential from
sales and merchandising dollars.
• For newsstand businesses at transit and travel locations, magazines are
typically the top revenue producing category, followed by tobacco, lottery,
candy and books.

Diversity, Turnover & Promotion
Diversity of Titles and Turnover
Focus on higher turnover of magazine titles: shoppers want to find novelty and specificity
among titles
•
Resonant cover content and updated titles are key non-promotion drivers to push sales
(zeitgeist capturing content)
•
Experiment with lifestyle titles that relate to the target shopper: cooking, cuisine, home décor
Match product interest to content interest
– ex. Special editions beside seasonal goods, Kids titles near lunch snacks, Cooking
titles in the specialty foods section, etc.

Promotional Pizzazz
•
•

•

Multi-magazine & discount deals
Shoppers take advantage of multi-magazine or discount deals, but these are costly for the publishers.
Merchandising revenue
Merchandising revenue is an important part of retailers’ business formula, and provides the surest way
to maintain space allocation. It’s not cheap, but it buys the in-store location and visibility that can drive
sales.
Promotional space not only drives newsstand sales but is a positive in the eyes of the retailer

Magazines At Retail
Our voice together is our strength.

www.magazinesatretail.ca

Industry Action Group

Mission Statement
To wo r k a s a u n i fied e nt i ty to i d entif y c h al l enges &
o p po rtu niti es a n d to f i n d c re at i ve a n d p o s i t i ve s o l u t i o n s
w h i c h c reate g rowth fo r to d ay ’s N ews sta n d I n d u st r y.
To fa c i l i tate co mmuni catio n o f t he co ns umer a n d
b u s i ness b e nefits o f t h e re a d i n g cate g o r y. We w i l l wo r k
to mo ve t h e i n d ustr y fo r ward b y i n i t i at i n g p o s i t i ve
c h a n g e s a n d e m p l o y i n g b e st p ra c t i c e s w h i l e wo r k i n g to
e n s u re t h at eve r y p a r t i c i p a nt i n t h e N ewsstan d s u p pl y
c h ai n ca n b e n efi t.
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Bearing witness to how magazines play a role at retail & drives sales & revenue for all channel partners.

Unified Voice
• Retail thought leader in the magazine space

• Industry communication vehicle
• Blog on what’s working
• Regularly published articles
• Who is doing well – title | publisher
agnostic
• Ideas for innovation
• Repository for Industry Related Data

Initiatives
•

•
•

Our first initiative was to make Pass Through RDA a reality and this began in January of 2016 and thanks
also to our Agency partners for agreeing to the established fair rates for Pass Thru. Pass Through RDA is
a real benefit to our Retail Partners and also makes life less complicated for the Publishers.
IAG Website & Blog established in the 1st/Qtr 0f 2018.
Our latest initiative will be to present the IAG Retailer Awards to those Newsstand Retailers that achieve
the greatest increases in dollars sales Year over Year for 2017 vs 2016 and they will be awarded this
Spring.

www.magazinesatretail.ca

Magazines Canada - Circulation Marketing
Advisory Committee
The Advisory committee was created by Matt Holmes – CEO of Magazines Canada to bring together leaders
from the industry from different capacities to gain insider expertise and perspectives.
•
•
•
•

Help Magazines Canada prioritize
Help MC with our programming, funding requests, etc.
Build on recent partnership and research done by the IAG.
Build bridges; common approach; make sure we have a strong sense of the needs of the industry and
that MC is responding to these needs.

•

The committee’s ideas to the Board of Directors at MC.

What can be done next to leverage this research? The committee discussed ideas such as:
•
Share with top 10 key magazine publishers to create emissaries at senior levels;
•
Re-release the BrandSpark report and analysis;
•
Create infographics of easily-digestible one-topic highlights from the report;
•
Pitch report to other industry players to include in their programming or communications.
The committee held a brainstorming session with many ideas raised, including a number of items that
coalesced around four broad areas:
1. Research that leads to marketing (myth-busting, MPA-style study and ‘speaking notes’, etc.).
2. Research that leads to PD (some specific-topic white papers / hot sheets / speakers).

